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Comprises Fats, Roots, Natural oils, and Grease (FROG) in Centralized and Decentralized
Systems (03-CTS-16T) on CD-ROM containing Excel tool + companion reports and Evaluation
of Grease Interceptor Efficiency (03-CTS-16TA) and FOG Interceptor Style and Operation
(FOGIDO) Guidance Manual (03-CTS-16TB) in PDF format. Fat, oil, and grease (FOG) is
generated everyday by food preparation and cleaning actions conducted at commercial
establishments and, on a smaller sized scale, by home sewer usage. Another common problem,
known to all plumbing and utility maintenance personnel, is the procedure for increasingly
dense mats of root hair. FOG or root accumulations in the sanitary sewer collection program
bring about reduced capacity that may lead to sanitary sewer overflows (SSO) if not really
periodically cleaned. As the mat or accumulation commence, the effect of slowed wastewater
movement exacerbates the rate of accumulation and deposit of FOG materials onto the pipe
walls, thereby reducing capacity. The primary means of managing FOG blockages is usually to
fully capture and retain FOG components through passive grease interception products. FOG
Interceptor Style and Operation (FOGIDO) Guidance Manual (03-CTS-16TB) Fat, essential oil,
and grease (FOG) is definitely generated everyday by food preparation and cleaning
actions conducted at commercial establishments and, on a smaller scale, by home sewer
usage. This survey performed an assessment of field grease interceptors through their
separation and washing cycles, performed managed laboratory scale grease interceptor
exams and numerical simulations to assess their removal performance at different residence
times and under different geometric configurations. Currently, no study has performed any
analysis of the chemical and physical makeup of FOG deposits produced in the sewer
collection program. The results from experimental lab tests performed on lab-level grease
interceptors were utilized to validate the model results. When a root branch encounters
improved sewer pipe circumstances (high moisture and nutrients), the main system will envelope
that section of sewer pipe, particularly when the surrounding urban soils are typically poor in
nutrition or lower in water content material such as during drought circumstances.
Measurements included total essential oil and grease, fatty acid profile, metals and mineral
content, shear and compressive power. In addition, surface area chemistry analyses have been
performed on sewer pipes and tree roots to determine if there exists a preferential selection of
FOG deposits on particular surface area types. Finally, the invasion of sewer pipes by tree
roots is certainly a major cost to both companies managing urban infrastructure and to
private landowners. This record identifies the major chemical substance constituents and
physical features of FOG deposits retrieved from sewer collection systems over the different EPA
zones. Roots develop by elongation, which allows roots to enter small openings in sewer pipe
joints and cracks. While root control strategies that involve chemical and or mechanical
methods are currently being utilized by municipalities, few research have performed control
research in sewer systems. This report compares two chemical root control strategies and a
mechanical control method. This statement presents the evaluation of field grease interceptors
through their separation and cleaning cycles. In addition, researchers performed controlled
laboratory scale grease interceptor exams and numerical simulations to assess removal

effectiveness by grease interceptors (GI) at different residence times and under different
geometric configurations. FOG accumulations in the sanitary sewer collection program result in
reduced capacity that can lead to sanitary sewer overflows (SSO) if not periodically removed.
The principal means of controlling FOG blockages is definitely to capture and retain FOG
materials before discharge into sewer systems through the use of passive grease interception
devices. Limited scientific studies have been completed to evaluate the performance of these
devices.Assessment of Grease Interceptor Efficiency? Root control tests had been performed in
a pilot-scale sewer system that included three types of trees. Evaluation of Grease Interceptor
Functionality (03-CTS-16TA) Fat, oil, and grease (FOG) is definitely generated everyday by
preparing food and cleaning actions conducted at industrial establishments and, on a smaller
sized scale, by residential sewer utilization. As the accumulation commences, the result of
slowed wastewater movement exacerbates the rate of accumulation and deposit of FOG
components onto the pipe wall space, thereby reducing capacity. This type of information
would be a crucial first rung on the ladder in understanding what substances ought to be
limited in the effluent discharge of grease interceptors. Limited scientific studies have already
been done evaluating the unit, and many claims of enhanced efficiency made in advertising
strategies by producers of grease and oil interception devices need to be verified by goal
and unbiased analysis protocols. FOG accumulations in the sanitary sewer collection system
bring about reduced capacity that can lead to sanitary sewer overflows (SSO) if not
periodically cleaned. Numerical simulations included a 3-D multi-phase flow model of a grease
interceptor to judge design changes, and procedure and maintenance circumstances on
removing FOG from food provider waste materials streams. A companion statement out of this
research entitled ? Small scientific studies have been done evaluating these devices, and
several claims of enhanced efficiency made in advertising strategies by producers of grease
and essential oil interception devices have to be verified by objective and unbiased study
protocols. The primary method of managing FOG blockages is to fully capture and retain FOG
materials through passive grease interception products. Many claims of enhanced performance
made in marketing strategies by producers of grease and essential oil interception devices
need to be verified by objective and unbiased research protocols. has conducted such a
study. The FOGIDO survey outlines the recommendation for the sizing and configuration of
grease interceptors using study details from the companion statement. In addition, an excel
spreadsheet GI size calculator provides been created to compute flows and FOG loading to
size the GI for a specific food service establishment.
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